
May Might

Name: Date: __/__/20__

If he was deeply in love, ___________________ or not do?1. (what/he/do/?)what might he do

Perhaps the design _________ the figure of a man.2. (be)may be

While Nigel was paying his parting adieus to the young ladies, a sigh
escaped his cousin as he pressed her hand to his lips, for she knew the
probability that they _________________ again.

3.

(not/meet)might not meet

All that has taken place shall be as if it had never been, you
______________ me.
4.

(believe)may believe

I ________________ your lover to his death.5. (past/send)may have sent

And now he _____________ there no longer.6. (rule)might rule

The same cause ________________ in both cases.7. (operate)might operate

But you say it ___________ him some good.8. (do)might do

__________________________________________, were they to act
together in brave and earnest revolt?
9.

(what/that thousand/not/accomplish/?)

What might not that thousand accomplish

They ____________ for themselves and find out.10. (try)might try

As some naturalists _____________ familiar with the chief breeds of the
fowl, it will be advisable to give a condensed description of them.
11.

(not/be)
may not be

Perhaps you __________________ it, but I know a great many useful
things.
12.

(not/believe)
may not believe

But he hoped the other ___________________ this side of it.13.
(not/notice)

might not notice

You __________________ of it, but so I am.14. (not/approve)may not approve

In reading the history of mankind, _________________________ this
disappointment to moral objects!
15.

(how often/we/apply/?)
how often may we apply
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____________ in whose charge I leave the books and papers on this
table?
16.

(I/ask/?)
May I ask

They _____________ any harm, but I don't like it.17. (not/do)may not do

He has died that we ___________.18. (live)may live

If you were other than you are, I _________________ it to be so.19.
(not/wish)

might not wish

_________________ that you will sometimes think of the soldier-that I
____________ your heart with me?
20.

(I/not/hope/?) (carry)
May I not hope

may carry
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